Figure 1.3. Barnstable Marsh ( MA) is a bar-built estuary that was the focus of early studies that helped
describe tidal wetland formation.

through one or more streams. While they
may be viewed as part of the estuarine
system, they also share characteristics with
marine waters as their salinities are typically
at or near sea strength.
Bar-built estuaries form behind barrier
beaches (spits and islands) where sand
deposits accumulate along tidal shores,
more or less enclosing a water body (e.g.,
lagoon) behind the beach ( Figure 1.3).
Sometimes called “barred” or “lagoon”
estuaries, they typically promote the development of salt marshes in the sheltered
embayments. A variation of the bar-built
estuary is one in which the inlet closes seasonally, usually in summer, due to reduced
freshwater river discharge or low tidal flow
and a buildup of beach deposits; these have
commonly been called a “coastal pond” or
“barachois pond” (pronounced bara-schwa)
(e.g., Trenhaile 1990) in the northeastern
United States and Canadian Maritimes, and
referred to as “blind estuaries” elsewhere
( Day 1981; Seliskar and Gallagher 1983).
In their natural state, inlets to these ponds
often remain closed for months or years and
are opened by major storms ( Figure 1.4).
Today, inlets of many large estuaries are
kept open by jetties or periodic dredging.
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Drowned river valley estuaries become
established when river valleys are inundated as sea level rises. These estuaries are
essentially linear systems—permanently to
periodically flooded valleys with salinities
varying from the river mouth upstream.
Their lower reaches may include broad
embayments as illustrated by Delaware
Bay ( Delaware River) and Chesapeake Bay
( Susquehanna River) ( Figure 1.5). Drowned
river valley estuaries are often associated
with coastal plain land masses and have
therefore been called “coastal plain estuaries” ( Biggs 1978). They may include barbuilt estuaries formed by spit development
at the mouth of coastal rivers as exemplified by those behind sea islands in South
Carolina and Georgia. Along the Louisiana
coast, large estuarine lakes (e.g., Lake
Pontchartrain, Calcasieu Lake, White Lake,
Grand Lake, and Sabine Lake) have formed
within its extensive marshlands.
Where river discharge is great, draining an extensive area of land and carrying
enormous sediment loads, huge deltas form
where the river meets the sea. This type
of drowned river valley estuary may be
described as “river-dominated.” The Mississippi River is the best example of this type

